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Scaling approach to conical indentation in elastic-plastic solids
with work hardening
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We derive, using dimensional analysis and finite element calculations, several scaling relationships
for conical indentation in elastic-plastic solids with work hardening. Using these scaling
relationships, we examine the relationships between hardness, contact area, initial unloading slope,
and mechanical properties of solids. The scaling relationships also provide new insights into the
shape of indentation curves and form the basis for understanding indentation measurements,
including nano- and micro-indentation techniques. They may also be helpful as a guide to numerical
and finite element calculations of indentation problems. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For nearly one hundred years, indentation experime
have been performed to obtain the hardness of materi1

Recent years have seen significant improvements in inde
tion equipment and a growing need for measuring the m
chanical properties of materials on small scales. With
improvement in indentation instruments, it is now possible
monitor, with high precision and accuracy, both the load a
displacement of an indenter during indentation experime
in the respective micro-Newton and nanometer range.2-4 In
addition to hardness, basic mechanical properties of ma
als, such as Young’s modulus, yield strength, and wo
hardening exponent, may be deduced from the indenta
load versus displacement curves for loading and unload
For example, Oliver and Pharr5 and Doerner and Nix6 have
proposed methods for determining the hardness and You
modulus from the peak load and the initial slope of the u
loading curves. Finite element methods have also been
to extract the mechanical properties of materials by match
the simulated loading and unloading curves with that of
experimentally determined ones.7-10

Recently, significant efforts have been made to be
understand the general form of indentation loading and
loading curves. For example, several empirical formu
have been proposed for the loading curves in terms of
Young’s modulus and hardness.11,12 Loading curves have
also been discussed using energetic considerations of re
ible and irreversible parts of the indentation induc
deformations.13,14 Using dimensional analysis and finite el
ment calculations, we have recently derived scaling relati
ships for indentation in elastic-perfectly plastic solids us
conical indenters.15,16

a!Electronic mail:Yang_T._Cheng@notes.gmr.com
b!Electronic mail: zhengzm@LNM.imech.ac.cn
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In this article, we extend the scaling approach to t
analysis of conical indentation in elastic-plastic solids w
work hardening. We derive, using dimensional analysis a
finite element calculations, simple scaling relationships
loading and unloading curve, initial unloading slope, cont
depth, and hardness. We show that hardness is a functio
basic mechanical properties of solids, such as Youn
modulus, initial yield strength, and work-hardening exp
nent. The new results are compared with the classic resul
Tabor for conical indentation in metals.1,17 These scaling re-
lationships provide new insights into the shape of indentat
curves and should, therefore, be useful for the interpreta
of results obtained by instrumented indentation techniqu
including nano- and micro-indentation measurements. T
may also be helpful as a guide to numerical and finite e
ment calculations of conical indentation problems.

II. DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

We consider a three-dimensional, rigid, conical inden
of a given half angle,u, indenting normally into an elastic
plastic solid with work hardening. The stress–strain~s–e!
curves of the solids under uniaxial tension are assumed t
given by

s5Ee, for e<Y/E,
~1!

s5Ken, for e>Y/E,

whereE is the Young’s modulus,Y is the initial yield stress,
K is the strength coefficient, andn is the work-hardening
exponent.18 To ensure continuity, we noteK5Y(E/Y)n.
Consequently, eitherE, Y, andK or E, Y, andn are suf-
ficient to describe the stress–strain relationship. We use
latter set of parameters extensively in the following disc
sions. Whenn is zero, Eq.~1! becomes the model for elastic
perfectly plastic solids. For most metals,n has a value be-
tween 0.1 and 0.5.19 We further assume that the frictio
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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coefficient at the contact surface between the indenter
the solid is zero. Unlike the cases of indenting into elastic
rigid-plastic solids, this problem involving elastic-plastic so
ids with work hardening has no analytical solution.

A. Dimensional analysis of loading

In general, the quantities of interest from the loadi
portion of indentation measurements include the forceF)
and the contact depth (hc) ~Fig. 1!, from which the contact
radius (a) and the hardness under load (H) can be evaluated

a5hc tan u, ~2!

H5
F

pa2
. ~3!

For an isotropic elastic-plastic solid obeying the wor
hardening rule Eq.~1!, the two dependent variables,F and
hc , must be functions,f L andg, of all the independent gov
erning parameters, namely, Young’s modulus (E), Poisson’s
ratio ~n!, initial yield strength (Y), work-hardening exponen
(n), indenter displacement (h), and indenter half angle~u!:

F5 f L~E,n,Y,n,h,u!, ~4!

hc5g~E,n,Y,n,h,u!. ~5!

Among the six governing parameters,E, n, Y, n, h,
and u two of them, namely,E and h, have independent di
mensions. The dimensions ofY, n, n, u, F, andhc are
then given by

@Y#5@E#,

@n#5@E#0@h#0,

@n#5@E#0@h#0,
~6!

@u#5@E#0@h#0,

@F#5@E#@h#2,

@hc#5@h#.

Applying the P theorem in dimensional analysis,20 we ob-
tain:

Pa5Pa~P1 ,n,n,u!, or equivalently,

F5Eh2Pa~Y/E,n,n,u!, ~7!

Pb5Pb~P1 ,n,n,u!, or equivalently,

hc5hPb~Y/E,n,n,u!, ~8!

FIG. 1. Illustration of conical indentation.
Downloaded 09 Jul 2008 to 159.226.231.70. Redistribution subject to AIP
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where Pa5F/Eh2, Pb5hc /h, P15Y/E, n, n, and u
are all dimensionless.

Based on the above dimensional analysis, we can m
several observations for a rigid conical indenter with a giv
half angle,u, indenting into an elastic-plastic solid with wor
hardening. First, the force on the indenter,F, is proportional
to the square of the indenter displacement,h. Second, the
contact depth,hc , is proportional to the indenter displace
ment,h, i.e., the ratio,hc /h, is independent of the indente
displacement,h, and is a function ofY/E, n, n, for a givenu.
Consequently, the hardness, defined in Eq.~3!, is indepen-
dent of indenter displacement,h, or indenter load,F.

B. Dimensional analysis of unloading

Because unloading takes place after loading dur
which the indenter reaches the maximum depth,hm , the
force, F, is now a function,f U , of seven independent gov
erning parameters: Young’s modulus (E), Poisson’s ratio
~n!, initial yield strength (Y), work-hardening exponent (n),
indenter displacement (h), maximum depth (hm), and in-
denter half angle~u!:

F5 f U~E,n,Y,n,h,hm ,u!. ~9!

Dimensional analysis yields

Pg5Pg~P1 ,P2 ,n,n,u!, or equivalently,

F5Eh2PgS Y

E
,

h

hm
,n,n,u D , ~10!

wherePg5F/Eh2, P15Y/E, P25h/hm , n, n, and u are
all dimensionless. In contrast to loading, Eq.~10! shows that
the force,F, is, in general, no longer simply proportional t
the square of the indenter displacement,h. It also depends on
the ratio,h/hm , through the dimensionless functionPg .

We now consider the initial unloading slopedF/dh.
Taking the derivative with respect to the indenter displa
ment and evaluating it athm , Eq. ~10! becomes

dF

dhU
h5hm

5EhmFPg8S Y

E
,1,n,n,u D12PgS Y

E
,1,n,n,u D G .

~11!

Consequently, the dimensionless quantity,

1

Ehm

dF

dhU
h5hm

5Pg8S Y

E
,1,n,n,u D12PgS Y

E
,1,n,n,u D

[PdS Y

E
,n,n,u D , ~12!

is independent of h/hm and is a function, Pd , of
Y/E, n, n, andu. Equation~12! shows that the initial un-
loading slope is proportional tohm in each indentation ex-
periment for whichE, n, Y, n, andu are fixed.

III. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Finite element calculations using ABAQUS21 have been
carried out to illustrate the scaling relationships given
Eqs. ~7!, ~8!, ~12!, and to evaluate the dimensionless fun
tions P i(Y/E,n,n,u)( i 5a,b,d). In a previous study,15,16
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. Parameters used in finite element calculations to reveal the scaling relationships in conical in
tion using a rigid, conical indenter of half angle 68° indenting in a solid with a Poisson’s ratio 0.3.

Case E~GPa! Y~GPa! n Case E~GPa! Y~GPa! n Case E~GPa! Y~GPa! n

1 200 0.04 0 9 200 2.0 0 17 100 9.0 0
2 200 0.08 0 10 200 4.0 0 18 100 7.0 0
3 200 0.12 0 11 200 6.0 0 19 100 4.0 0
4 200 0.16 0 12 200 8.0 0 20 100 1.0 0
5 200 0.4 0 13 200 10 0 21 100 0.5 0
6 200 0.8 0 14 200 12 0 22 100 0.1 0
7 200 1.2 0 15 200 16 0 23 100 0.05 0
8 200 1.6 0 16 200 20 0 23 100 0.05 0

24 200 20 0.1 39 200 20 0.3 54 200 20 0.5
25 100 8 0.1 40 100 8 0.3 55 100 8 0.5
26 200 12 0.1 41 200 12 0.3 56 200 12 0.5
27 200 8 0.1 42 200 8 0.3 57 200 8 0.5
28 100 2 0.1 43 100 2 0.3 58 100 2 0.5
29 200 2 0.1 44 200 2 0.3 59 200 2 0.5
30 200 1.6 0.1 45 200 1.6 0.3 60 200 1.6 0.5
31 100 0.6 0.1 46 100 0.6 0.3 61 100 0.6 0.5
32 200 0.8 0.1 47 200 0.8 0.3 62 200 0.8 0.5
33 200 0.4 0.1 48 200 0.4 0.3 63 200 0.4 0.5
34 100 0.1 0.1 49 100 0.1 0.3 64 100 0.1 0.5
35 200 0.16 0.1 50 200 0.16 0.3 65 200 0.16 0.
36 100 0.06 0.1 51 100 0.06 0.3 66 100 0.06 0.
37 200 0.08 0.1 52 200 0.08 0.3 67 200 0.08 0.
38 200 0.04 0.1 53 200 0.04 0.3 68 200 0.04 0.
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we have examined these functions in detail for elas
perfectly plastic solids~i.e., n50.0!, including the effects of
Poisson’s ratio~n50.2, 0.3, and 0.4!. For the present calcu
lations, the frequently used half angle of 68° for the rig
indenter and a typical Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 for the solid
chosen to illustrate the essential physics of conical inde
tion in elastic-plastic solids with work hardening. To sim
plify notation, P i(Y/E,n)( i 5a,b,d) is used instead o
P i(Y/E,0.3,n,68°)(i 5a,b,d) in the following discussions.

The rate-independent, incremental theory of plastic
in ABAQUS was used for the finite element calculation
In particular, the plasticity theory uses the Mises yield s
face model with associated plastic flow rule. The hard
ing rule used was that of isotropic hardening and the ha
ening curves were given by Eq.~1!. Table I summarizes
the parameters,E, Y, n, used for the finite element calcu
lations. The finite element model has been discussed in d
previously.15,16 In particular, it was shown that the results
finite element calculations for indentation loading curves
proach that predicted by slip-line field theory for rigid-plas
solids and agree with that for elastic solids.15

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Indentation loading curves

Figure 2 shows examples of the calculated load
curves for several sets of values ofE, Y, andn. The loading
curves were fitted with a power function:F5ahx, wherea
andx are two fitting parameters. The exponent,x, obtained
from all simulations, such as that shown in Fig. 2 is betwe
1.98 and 2.03. The finite element calculations thus show
the force,F, is proportional to the square of the displac
ment,h, for conical indenter indenting a homogeneous so
l 2008 to 159.226.231.70. Redistribution subject to AIP
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with or without work hardening, as expected from dime
sional analysis Eq.~7!. This square dependency is furth
illustrated in dimensionless form in Fig. 3 for the loading a
unloading curves scaled by the respective maximum de
hm , and maximum force,Fm . Since work hardening doe
not change the square dependence, loading curves from c
cal indentation alone cannot be used to detect whether m
rial work-hardens.

The relationships betweenF/Eh2 andY/E are illustrated
in Fig. 4. Clearly, these two quantities lie on a single cur
for each value ofn, as predicted from dimensional analys
Thus, F/Eh2 is a function of bothY/E and n, i.e., F
5Eh2Pa(Y/E,n). As expected, work hardening has
greater effect on the force required to move the indenter

FIG. 2. Examples of indentation curves obtained from finite element an
sis: Loading and unloading curves in a solid withE5200 GPa,Y52.0 GPa,
and several values ofn.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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1287J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 84, No. 3, 1 August 1998 Y.-T. Cheng and C.-M. Cheng
smaller ratio ofY/E. For a large ratio ofY/E, the value of
F/Eh2 approaches that for purely elastic contact with
without work hardening. Figure 4 shows that, in gener
loading curves alone cannot uniquely determine bothY/E
and n. Thus, caution must be exercised when mechan
properties of solids are extracted by matching the compu
indentation loading curves with that obtained from expe
ments.

FIG. 3. The same loading and unloading curves shown in Fig. 2 scale
the respective maximum depth,hm , and maximum force,Fm .

FIG. 4. Scaling relationship forF/Eh25Pa(Y/E,n): ~a! For 0.0,Y/E
,0.1; ~b! for 0.0,Y/E,0.01.
Downloaded 09 Jul 2008 to 159.226.231.70. Redistribution subject to AIP
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To further study the question of what can be obtain
from indentation loading curves, we note that a simple,
proximate scaling relationship exists betweenF/Eh2 and
Y* /E, where the ‘‘effective yield strength,’’Y* , is given by

Y* 5~YK!1/2. ~13!

In Fig. 5, we plotF/Eh2 vs Y* /E. The two quantities lie
approximately on a single curve, i.e.,

F5Eh2Pa~Y/E,n!'Eh2Pa~Y* /E,0!. ~14!

Consequently, it is possible to estimate the effective yi
strength,Y* , from indentation loading curves provided th
the Young’s modulus,E, is known. Conversely,E may be
obtained ifY* is known.

B. Contact depth, sinking-in, and piling-up

Figure 6 shows examples of calculatedhc vs h for sev-
eral sets of values ofE, Y, andn. The predicted linear de
pendence, Eq.~8!, is evident. Figure 7 displays the relation
ship between the calculatedhc /h andY/E for several values
of n. It is apparent that the ratiohc /h is a function of both
Y/E and n, as predicted by dimensional analysis. Furth
more, the value ofhc /h can be either greater or smaller tha

by
FIG. 5. Approximate scaling relationship betweenF/Eh2 andY* /E.

FIG. 6. Examples showing the linear relationship between contact de
hc , and indenter displacement,h, obtained from finite element calculation
for E5200 GPa,Y52.0 GPa, and several values ofn.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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one, corresponding to the ‘‘piling-up’’ and ‘‘sinking-in’’ of
the displaced surface profiles, respectively. For largeY/E,
sinking-in occurs for all values ofn.0. For smallY/E, both
sinking-in and piling-up may occur depending on the deg
of work hardening. In the case of severe work harden
~i.e., n50.5!, sinking-in is expected even for very small va
ues of Y/E, whereas piling-up is expected for elasti
perfectly plastic solids and for solids with a small wor
hardening exponent~e.g.,n50.1!.

These simulation results are expected from analyt
theories of conical indentation in elastic solids of Sneddo22

where sinking-in occurs, and in rigid-plastic solids
Lockett,23 where piling-up occurs. They are also consiste
with experimental observations of sinking-in and piling-
phenomena reported in the literature. For example, in me
such as Cu and mild-steel, whereY/E is small, sinking-in is
usually observed in fully-annealed specimens, wher
piling-up is seen in heavily work-hardened samples.17,24,25In
general, therefore, piling-up and sinking-in phenomena
determined byY/E, as well as the work-hardening expone
n.

C. Initial unloading slope, contact area, and Young’s
modulus

Figure 2 also shows examples of calculated unload
curves. The unloading slope was obtained from a linear fi
the first two or three points on the unloading curves.~Care
was taken so that there were sufficient number of po
close together to represent initial unloading.! The initial
unloading slopes are plotted against the maximum depthhm

in Fig. 8 for several values ofhm . A linear relationship be-
tween the initial unloading slope and the maximum de
is evident, confirming the predictions of Eq.~12!. From Fig.
9, it is clear that (1/Ehm) (dF/dh)uh5hm

is a function of
both Y/E and n, i.e., ~1/Ehm) (dF/dh)uh5hm

5Pd(Y/E,n),
as given by dimensional analysis.

As an application of the scaling relationships, we co
sider the relationship between the initial unloading slope,
contact radius, and Young’s modulus of materials. Us
Eqs.~2!, ~8!, and~12! we obtain

FIG. 7. Scaling relationship forhc /h5Pb(Y/E,n). The dashed line indi-
cateshc /h51.0.
Downloaded 09 Jul 2008 to 159.226.231.70. Redistribution subject to AIP
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12n2

Ea

dF

dhU
h5hm

5
12n2

tanu F PdS Y

E
,n,n,u D

PbS Y

E
,n,n,u D G . ~15!

We evaluate@(12n2)/Ea# (dF/dh)uh5hm
for u568°

andn50.3. The results are plotted againstY/E in Fig. 10. It
is apparent from Fig. 10 that the quantity@(12n2)/
Ea# (dF/dh)uh5hm

is roughly independent ofY/E and n.
The numerical value, obtained from averaging all the ca
presented in Fig. 10, is given by

12n2

Ea

dF

dhU
h5hm

'2.1760.05. ~16!

Equation~16! shows that, in principle, the elastic constan
E/(12n2), may be calculated from the initial slope of un
loading curves, provided that the contact radius,a, is known.

Equation~16! should be compared with a general rel
tionship between the initial unloading slop
@(dF/dh)uh5hm

#, the contact radius (a), Young’s modulus
(E), and Poisson’s ratio (n):

FIG. 8. Examples showing the linear relationship between initial unload
slope,dF/dh, and indenter displacement,h, obtained from finite element
calculations for several values ofE, Y, andn.

FIG. 9. Scaling relationship for (1/Eh)dF/dh5Pg(Y/E,n).
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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12n2

Ea

dF

dhU
h5hm

52. ~17!

Equation~17! was initially derived for indentation into elas
tic solids.22,26 Using the infinitesimal theory of continuum
mechanics, we have recently generalized it to the initial
loading in elastic-plastic solids using indenters with axisy
metric smooth profiles.27 Furthermore, we have shown th
Eq. ~17! holds true even for materials with work hardenin
and residual stress.

While Eq. ~17! was derived using linearized bounda
conditions and infinitesimal theory of continuum mechani
our finite element calculations take into account nonlin
effects, including large strain and moving contact boun
aries. Therefore, the small difference in numerical values
@(12n2)/Ea# (dF/dh)uh5hm

between that given by Eqs
~16! and ~17! is not unexpected. In fact, Tanaka an
Koguchi28 and Bolshakov and Pharr29 have shown that@(1
2n2)/Ea# (dF/dh)uh5hm

is about 2.09 and 2.l6, respec
tively, after taking into account the finite radial displac
ments of points along the surface of contact. While th
analyses were for conical indentation in elastic solids,28,29

Eq. ~16! is a generalization to elastic-plastic solids with wo
hardening.

D. Relationship between hardness and mechanical
properties

We now consider the relationship between hardne
elastic and plastic properties of solids. Using Eqs.~2!, ~3!,
~7! and ~8! the ratio of hardness to initial yield strength
given by

H

Y
5

cot2 u

p F Pa~Y/E,n,n,u!

~Y/E!P
b

2
~Y/E,n,n,u!G . ~18!

Clearly, the hardness is independent of the depth of inde
tion, h. The ratioH/Y is, in principle, a function ofY/E, n,
n, as well as indenter geometry~u!. Taking u568° and
n50.3 for example, the dependence ofH/Y on Y/E andn is

FIG. 10. Relationship between@(12n2)/Ea# (dF/dh)uh5hm
andY/E.
Downloaded 09 Jul 2008 to 159.226.231.70. Redistribution subject to AIP
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illustrated in Fig. 11. It is apparent that, over the practically
relevant range ofY/E, the ratioH/Y is not a constant. The
hardness,H, depends onY, E, and n. As expected, work
hardening has a greater effect on the hardness value for sma
ratio of Y/E. For large ratio ofY/E, the hardness value ap-
proach 1.7 times the initial yield strength,Y, and is insensi-
tive to n. For small ratios ofY/E, the hardness value can be
many times that of the initial yield strength,Y.

Tabor1 introduced the concept of ‘‘representative yield
stress,’’Y0 . He showed that, for conical indentation in met-
als, the hardness is about 3 timesY0 , whereY0 is the yield
stress at a representative strain,e0 , of 8–10%. Following
Tabor’s idea, we evaluatedH/(Ke0

n) and noted an approxi-
mate scaling relationship betweenH/(Ke0

n) andY/E, if the
value for strain,e0, is taken to be 10%. In Fig. 12, we plot
H/(0.10nK) againstY/E. All the data points shown in Fig.
11 lie approximately on a single curve. Thus, the concept of
representative strain seems applicable.

It is also evident thatH/Y0 is a function ofY/E and is,
therefore, not a constant over the wide range ofY/E ~Fig.
12!. For Y/E,0.02,H/Y0 is about 2.4 to 2.8~Fig. 12!. For
Y/E.0.06,H/Y is about 1.7 to 2.8~Fig. 11!, i.e.,

FIG. 11. Relationship betweenH/Y andY/E for several values ofn.

FIG. 12. Relationship betweenH/(Ke0
n) andY/E by assuminge050.10.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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H52.8Y0 , for Y/E→0.0
~19!

H51.7Y, for Y/E→0.1
.

In practice, it is therefore possible to estimate directly fro
hardness measurements the representative yield stressY0,
for materials with a small ratio ofY/E and the initial yield
stress,Y, for materials with a largeY/E.

V. SUMMARY

Using dimensional analysis and finite element calcu
tions we have derived several scaling relationships for co
cal indentation in elastic-plastic solids with work hardenin
We have shown that, for loading, the force on the indente
proportional to the square of the indenter displacement.
contact depth is proportional to the indenter displacem
For unloading, the initial unloading slope is proportional
the depth of indentation. These scaling relationships imp

~1! The ‘‘effective’’ yield stress, given by the geometr
mean of initial yield stress and strength coefficient, i.
(YK)1/2, can be determined from indentation loading curv
provided the Young’s modulus is known.

~2! Loading curves alone cannot detect work harden
in materials.

~3! The sinking-in and piling-up of the surface profile
are determined by the ratio of the initial yield stress a
Young’s modulus,Y/E, as well as the degree of work
hardening,n.

Furthermore, using these scaling relationships we h
determined relationships between hardness, contact area
tial unloading slope, and mechanical properties of sol
Specifically, we have shown that, although the cont
radius,a, and the initial unloading slope,dF/dh, at a given
indenter displacement are both functions ofY/E and the
work-hardening exponent n, the ratio, @~12n2)/
Ea] (dF/dh), is roughly a constant. Thus, the elastic co
stant, E/(12n2), can indeed be evaluated from the initi
unloading slope, provided that the contact radius,a, is
known.

We have also shown that the ratio of hardness to
initial yield strength (H/Y) is a function of the ratio of initial
yield strength to Young’s modulus (Y/E) and work-
hardening exponentn. For largeY/E, H is about 1.7Y and is
relatively insensitive ton. The initial yield strength can
therefore, be estimated from hardness measurement. An
proximate scaling relationship betweenH/(Ke0

n) andY/E is
shown to exist. This implies that Tabor’s concept of rep
sentative yield stress,Y0, which corresponds to a represe
tative strain of 8-10%, applies to conical indentation. Ho
ever, H/(Ke0

n) is shown to be a function ofY/E. This
function approaches Tabor’s relationship,H52.8Y0 , asY/E
approaches zero.

Although the scaling relationships have been derived
conical indentation, the same approach can be applie
indentation using pyramidal indenters, since pyramidal
denters are also geometrically self-similar. The scaling
proach is also not limited by the assumptions of rigid
denter and zero friction between indenter and solid.
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example, we consider indentation in elastic-plastic sol
with work hardening using an elastic, pyramidal indent
Let Q be the set of angles that describe the shape of a p
midal indenter,Ei the Young’s modulus of the indenter,n i

its Poisson’s ratio, andm the friction coefficient for the in-
terface between the indenter and solid, dimensional anal
shows that for loading the force is given by

F5Eh2PaS Y

E
,n,n,

Ei

E
,n i ,m,Q D , ~20!

and the contact area,Ac ,

Ac5h2PbS Y

E
,n,n,

Ei

E
,n i ,m,Q D . ~21!

Obviously, three-dimensional finite element calculations
needed to evaluate the dimensionless functions in Eqs.~20!
and ~21!. Such calculations, though computationally inte
sive, are within the current capabilities of commercial fin
element software. It is evident, however, that the functio
dependence, such asF}h2 and the independence of hardne
on h, remains the same as that for conical indentations.
therefore believe that the results for rigid conical indentat
presented here capture the essential features of indentati
elastic-plastic solids with work hardening. In fact, the scali
relationships have been used to establish a new correla
between hardness, elastic modulus, and the work
indentation.30
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